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Rebecca Guyver, United Kingdom

Epistolarium of my mind

Epistolarium Rant

Waking me
shaking me
sheet-shimmying me

A room with a view
solarium, aquarium, agrarian
Place where ideas grow
weave, weft, hook
Paper words
between people
More practical than missiles
or pistols
Plural, equal, altered
born, hatched, spawned
missives.
Epistolarium ovarian
women words
organic shapes
Victorian? Matissian?
hothouse determination
Uprising of letters
an anti-Lariam, epistolarium
a community
of eco egos
Epicenter of postal prodding

Levitating liberating
translating my days
Hemisphere within
letters hanging
words colliding
form-finding
sound-binding
Winking smiling
Spinning its trance
Rebecca Guyver
17 October 2012

To the edges of knowing and beyond
Rebecca Guyver
16 October 2012
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Spektro:
nula-horo.arto@web.de, Theresarrt7@aol.com, forget facebook!
Kulturoi de dauropoveco - Cultures of sustainability.
Charto pri transdisciplineco - Charter of Transdisciplinarity.
Esperanto en Ohio:
Akron (David Koch), Cleveland (Boris Kolker),
Columbus (John B. Massey), Toledo (John A. Goodhand)
Epistolaro
(EPISTOLARIUM)
estas chefe kolekto,
laueble lau la moto "Klaso, ne maso" ("quality instead of quantity"),
1. de verkoi de arto (artworks),
2. kies esenco estas skribita mesajo (written message),
3. kutime forme de prozo, proza poezio au pura poezio (prose, poetry,
mix),
4. kun la celo informi-prezenti, (inter-)komunik(ad)i & korespondi
(to correspond etc.),
5. ofte ankau eduki, konsili, admoni, ordoni (counsel etc.),
6. hodiau pli ol antaue reflekti la"trans"("trans").
ad 1. Chiam diferenca.
(Always different.)

[ALSZUS ANNERSDER.]

ad 2. Lasu al mi minuton por vortigi...
(Let me take a minute to put into words...)

[HE AQUI...]

ad 3. Malgranda la dozo en celtrafa prozo.
(Lesser dose in hitting proze.)

[DOSIS FACIT VENENUM.]

ad 4. Ni chiui estas informoi, chu?
(We all are information, aren´t we?)

["STELL' MICH NICHT WIE GEMÜSE ANS FENSTER"]
ad 5. Mi tion ja diris al vi!
(I just told you so!)

[LE BONHEUR DE L'AMOUR - UN TROISÈME ARRÊT.]
ad 6. Ene inter & rektvenonte trans.
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(In between & right next yonder.)

[ANSEO TEACHT ANIAR IN AM AGUS SPÁS.]
Se temas pri PoshtArta Epistolaro (PAE)
la verkitaj poshtartazhoi plenumu la difinain traitoin de poshtarto (PA)
the defining characteristics of mail art:
- bazdemokratia (grassroots democratic )
- neelit(em)a (non-elitist)
- senestra (without chiefs)
- prezinda (priceworthy)
- ne muzeema (non museum)
Arto, ne folkloro. (Art, not folklore.)
The truth of a spectrum is the 1 & only it came from.
I hate Putin's diet
& mean Pussy Riot...
& meze de la eterna krepusko en la tenebra superdomo,
avida ye la postvivo de la animoi,
mi eknotis tumultain vulvoin,
farantain la sole justan...
Chesi esti en la fluo de chiui.
In any case partly imperative. Unstilted everyday familiarity.
With the help of a young volunteer she finally received
what she deserved: a real good power juicer...
Es ist die Summe des gefühlten Wissens um die Wahrheit der Zukunft.
Snobbishly unfathomable. Snobe nesondebla.
Unattainably nocturnal, nocturnally unattainable.
Optimally absolute, absolutely optimal.
Measurably undone. Mezureble malbutonita.
Forhandedly inherent. Inherently fourhanded. Unnecessarily
fourhanded.
Tremendously factual & emphatically miffed.
El arte en su estado puro ni se vende ni se reprime.
...POSHTARTO...ARTE CORREO...MAIL ART...
dressed in dark (fitting the blackest berries),
between white doors & not a trace of candle-light...
take off the glasses - too much culture could
cause near-sightedness - & still command your view...
stay constantly smartphoned with civilization,the staff,
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the ones at home & all the oil to come...
the simple elegance of
sense-in-hand...
& disavow what fixes... say yes to what is on the loose.
see the complex
trans-inter-ity.
cultures of what?
essentails of good chances in the spot of finest arts
& prospects...
ZE DREM VIL FINALI KUM TRU!
ACCESO E INACCESIBILIDAD Y SU COEXISTENCIA.
PROKSIMECOI & DISTANCOI KAI JIAJ RELATIVECO.
Alles astrein. Everything knotless above board.
Art - the aesthetics of the bad conscience of our culture.
Have some concrete:
The first Epistle of St. John, Chapter 1:1:
That which was from the beginning,
which we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes,
which we have looked upon & our hands have handled, of the word of
life...
Nula Horo Transkultura Artokoncepto kun Esperanto kiel Komuna Lingvo
www.nulahoro.net - nula.horo.arto@web.de
- Language Service Station - Oktobro 2012 w.guenther.esperanto@web.de - Kassel, Germany
(reviziita - 1)
Wolfgang Guenther, Kassel, Germany
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Whitney Reinhard, Fostoria, OH, USA
Front

Whitney Reinhard, Fostoria, oh, usa
Open
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Andrea Jay, Syracuse, NY

Cayte Catastrophe, Syracuse, NY, usa
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Cayte Catastrophe, Syracuse, NY, usa
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E-Ambassade D’Utopia, guivry, france
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Suzanna Anderson, Bowling Green, OH, usa
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Suzanna Anderson, Bowling Green, OH, usa
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Christine Brandel, Bloomington, IN, usa
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Christine Brandel, Bloomington, IN, usa
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Christine Brandel, Bloomington, IN, usa
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Elizabeth Hagen, Bowling Green, OH, USA
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Elizabeth Hagen, Bowling Green, OH, USA
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Elizabeth Hagen, Bowling Green, OH, USA
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The Carrier’s Notes

I’m retired from the Post Office. I spent thirty years working there and now I
relax as much as possible. I’m not an overly educated man, but I’ve done my share of
reading and still do. One afternoon, years ago, I remember delivering mail to a local
branch of the library and the librarian in charge said, “ah, here’s our representative from
the epistolarium.” I knew the word epistle from college from reading Samuel
Richardson’s novel Clarissa, a novel written in the epistolary mode. When the librarian
said epistolarium, I thought of a great room of letters, like an auditorium or gymnasium.
Then, I thought she was teasing me in a good-natured way, so I laughed a little to ease the
tension. But, for the rest of the day and for many days after I couldn’t get the idea of an
epistolarium out of my mind. I even looked it up in my dictionary after I got home,
something I rarely did after a day spent looking at words and numbers of addresses. My
Miriam-Webster dictionary defined it as 1) the epistolary record of what remains and is
available for present-day scrutiny, the ‘surviving letters’ written by somebody. It can be
thought of as the entirety of the letter-writing that a particular person ever wrote, that is,
as the totality of every letter, postcard and so on they ever penned and so encompassing
those written but which now no longer exist, because destroyed, lost or otherwise
missing. It can be thought of more widely still as not only all of somebody’s letters, but
also as including all the replies to these which were received to every single one of their
letters from every single one of their correspondents. And an epistolarium can also be
seen as encompassing the ‘ur-letters’, the shadow-letter forms which are produced
through transcribing and publishing printed versions of manuscript letters and which
result from the posterior activities of later editing by a third party.
I began to see it more clearly, because I was a mail-carrier. It wasn’t just an
individual’s recorded letters and responses, lost and remaining, but must include all the
letters every written, conceived, some never put to pen and paper, that existed in the
history of literacy, in this country and all countries with written languages that had or had
not had exchanges with us. It was a staggering idea. I couldn’t, at first, really absorb it.
If it was as I conceived it, it was really the history of the world since the conception of
writing, the real history, since much contained in private letters is left unsaid in public.
After that day so many years ago, I began to feel more important. In each day’s
sorted and bagged letters, I carried and delivered a small part of the ever-expanding
universe of exchange of ideas and feelings throughout my route. I knew my part. It was
a network and I was only one small unit in the working of it. Still, though I might be
replaceable, I was an instrument in the network that was necessary. And at that moment,
I realized the same was true of everyone. You didn’t have to be at a higher level, like a
transformer or convertor or computer of this network of exchange, you just had to be in
it. You could be the recipient or the courier, it didn’t matter. In either event, you were
part of imparting and receiving the necessities and frivolities of the world.
Jack galmitz, elmhurst, new york, usa
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Vizma Bruns, Waitpinga, Australia
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Diane Keys, Elgin, Il, USA
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Sally Baker Reece, Bowling Green, OH, USA

Carina Granlund, petsmo, finland
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carina granlund, petsmo, finland
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taidgh lynch, Killarney, Co.Kerry, Ireland

taidgh lynch, Killarney, Co.Kerry, Ireland
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taidgh lynch, Killarney, Co.Kerry, Ireland
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Guido vermeulen, Brussels, Belgium
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guido vermeulen, Brussels, Belgium

diane keys, elgin, il, usa
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guido bondioli, mesa, az, usa
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henning mittendorf, Frankfurt am main, germany
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The Epistolarium
‐notes to issue one‐
by Theresa Williams, editor
The Epistolarium is a free magazine, created in conjunction with “The Letter Project”
blog. Each issue of The Epistolarium is themed. The theme of the first issue is “The
Epistolarium.”
Writers and artists were asked to create works that answered the question: “What does
the epistolarium mean to you?” One might wonder why, given the vigor of the replies,
the epistolary life is dying out. Obviously, the participants here, representing seven
countries of the world we live in, see a great need for it.
I’d like to thank everyone who submitted to this first issue of The Epistolarium. All the
artists appearing here, in any future issue of The Epistolarium, or on “The Letter Project”
blog are automatically members of The New Arzamas Literary Circle. The goal of New
Arzamas is really simple: to communicate through art and letters sent through snail
mail. I invite all members present and future to put “New Arzamas Literary Circle” on
every envelope you send out. “Arzamas” comes from the name of a literary circle to
which Pushkin belonged. Members of the Arzamas Literary Circle wrote vibrant letters
to one another about artistic matters.
Submitters to this first issue of The Epistolarium see the epistolarium as a manifestation
of both mind and body. Consider, for example, Taidgh’s happy man standing atop the
world, an envelope for a body; Rebecca and E’s drawings of a face in profile, the head as
epistolarium; Suzanna’s drawing of a person who has transformed into a piece of mail;
Whitney’s picture of the brain itself as epistolarium. The brain “opens” to reveal “The
room exploding with possibilities.” Finally, there’s Cayte Catastrophe’s (Syracuse, New
York) spinal column. Her epistolarium contains “the written center. Fleeting memories
that must be captured in words…”
For some, the epistolarium is an organic place. Rebecca Guyver of the UK, for instance,
says it is “a solarium, aquarium, agrarian place.” The “uprising of letters” happens with a
“hothouse determination.” And Elizabeth Hagen of Bowling Green, Ohio describes the
epistolarium as “verdant.” Taidgh Lynch of Killarney, Ireland references clouds and
swans, as well as a church.
Taidgh is not the only one to suggest the spiritual possibilities of the epistolarium.
Rebecca suggests that letters take us “to the edges of knowing and beyond.” Wolfgang
Guenther of Kassel, Germany references “The first Epistle of St. John”: “That which was
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from the beginning, / which we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes, / which
we have looked upon & our hands have handled, of the world of life.” Whitney
Reinhard of Fostoria Ohio says the epistolarium is “a window to the mind / A glimpse of
the soul.” Carina Granlund’s (Petsmo, Finland) gorgeous epistolarium is quite literally a
medieval cathedral and Guido Vermeulen’s (Brussels, Belgium) is a love‐haunted place,
a library, which in its very existence is holy. Alicia Starr’s (Iowa City, Iowa) “Letter to Mr.
Ling” suggests a kind of fragmentation, the self and one’s connections to others held
together by the slightest of ways.
Jack Galmitz of Elmhurst, New York writes a fictional piece about a postal worker who
realizes his importance within mail system: “the network that was necessary.” Henning
Mittendorf of Frankfurt am Main, Germany, Diane Keys of Elgin, Indiana, Sally Baker
Reece of Bowling Green, Ohio, and Suzanna Anderson of Bowling Green, Ohio see the
possibilities for connection and creativity that the epistolarium provides, whereas
Christine Brandel touches on the lost chances of the epistolarium (“These were the
letters she hadn’t written”).
Finally, Vizma Bruns of Waitpinga, Australia, Guido Bondioli (Mesa, AZ), and Andrea Jay
of Syracuse, NY, seem to see in the epistolarium a possibility for obsession. “This
obsession,” Vizma writes, “receive my words /far away.” Guido’s shapely image is
dressed in words as someone else throws outward a net in hopes of a catch. And
Andrea gives her take on an old and familiar joke. Yes, Andrea, some of us really do get
that excited about mail.
Sincerely yours,

Theresa Williams, editor
The Epistolarium
The Letter Project
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Alicia Starr, iowa city, iowa, usa
Alicia Starr’s enigmatic piece, called “Letter to Mr. Ling.”

